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What is the Alliance
for Workers’ Liberty?
Today one class, the working class, lives by selling its labour power to
another, the capitalist class, which owns the means of production.
Society is shaped by the capitalists’ relentless drive to increase their
wealth. Capitalism causes poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the
destruction of the environment and much else. 
Against the accumulated wealth and power of the

capitalists, the working class has one weapon:
solidarity. 
The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty aims to build

solidarity through struggle so that the working class can overthrow
capitalism. We want socialist revolution: collective ownership of
industry and services, workers’ control and a democracy much fuller
than the present system, with elected representatives recallable at any
time and an end to bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges. 
We fight for the labour movement to break with “social partnership”

and assert working-class interests militantly against the bosses.
Our priority is to work in the workplaces and trade unions,

supporting workers’ struggles, producing workplace bulletins, helping
organise rank-and-file groups.
We are also active among students and in many campaigns and

alliances. 

We stand for: 
● Independent working-class representation in politics.
● A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the labour
movement. 
● A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to strike, to
picket effectively, and to take solidarity action. 
● Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services, homes, education
and jobs for all. 
● A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression. Full
equality for women and social provision to free women from the burden
of housework. Free abortion on request. Full equality for lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender people. Black and white workers’ unity
against racism.
● Open borders.
● Global solidarity against global capital — workers everywhere have
more in common with each other than with their capitalist or Stalinist
rulers.
● Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest workplace or
community to global social organisation.
● Working-class solidarity in international politics: equal rights for all
nations, against imperialists and predators big and small. 
● Maximum left unity in action, and openness in debate. 
● If you agree with us, please take some copies of Solidarity to sell —
and join us!
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By Colin Foster
On 2 April, in Lausanne,
the USA, the EU, other
diplomats, and Iran an-
nounced a deal to limit
Iran’s nuclear programme
and in return to lift eco-
nomic sanctions against
Iran.

In Iran, people took to the
streets to celebrate. Business
moguls worldwide cele-
brated more quietly about
the prospect of new access
to Iran’s oil and gas wealth
and its markets.

The deal is said to include
severe cuts in Iran’s nuclear
programme but to open the
door for sanctions, which

have boosted increasing
economic chaos in Iran, to
end within six months or a
year.

US leaders are also anx-
ious to solidify collabora-
tion with Teheran’s
clerical-authoritarian
regime to stabilise
Afghanistan and Iraq.

There remains a real risk
that the belligerent Republi-
can-majority US Congress
will derail the deal. Con-
gress has already derailed
reforms in the IMF which
the US government itself
proposed, thus prompting
China to launch a new rival
international development
bank which most US-allied
governments have joined.

Back in 1920 a Republican
Congress blocked the USA
from joining the League of
Nations (forerunner of the
UN), which the US govern-
ment itself had proposed
and designed.

From a socialist point of
view, the deal is not “ours”;
but even less would we
want the US ultras to wreck
it in favour of more threats
of war.

If the deal sticks, one
good side-effect may be to
make the US government
more susceptible to pres-
sure to stop Benjamin Ne-
tanyahu’s chauvinist Israeli
government extinguishing
the possibility of “two
states” in Israel-Palestine.

To make good on that
possibility (if it emerges)
requires the existence, on
the streets, of a strong
and rational campaign up-
holding the Palestinians’
right to an independent
state alongside Israel.

Iran: the deal and the prospects

By Ruben Lomas
Benjamin Netanyahu’s re-
election is a blow for the
Palestinians, and for
workers and the interna-
tionalist left inside Israel. 

That he was apparently
able to galvanise votes by
appeals to racist, anti-Arab
nationalism indicates how
much work there is to do to
build an internationalist
class consciousness within
the Israeli working class.

In the run-up to the elec-
tion, Netanyahu made a
clear statement of opposi-
tion to the establishment of
a Palestinian state. In a
radio interview, he said: “I
think that anyone who is
going to establish a Pales-
tinian state today and evac-
uate lands, is giving attack
grounds to the radical Islam
against the state of Israel.”
Although he later pulled
back slightly, it is clear that
his perspective, and that of
any government he leads,
will be one of “Greater Is-
rael” nationalism, support
for settlement building, and
an authoritarian, racist atti-
tude to the large Arab mi-
nority inside Israel itself.

The stakes are now ex-
tremely high. If continued
unchecked, Netanyahu’s ac-
tivities could preclude, for
generations, any possibility
of a genuinely democratic
settlement based on the mu-
tual recognition of rights for
the two peoples which in-
habit historic Palestine. His
neo-liberal, Thatcherite eco-
nomic policies will mean
misery for Israeli workers
and the poor, and it will
surely not be long before
the might of the Israeli mili-
tary is “provoked” into an-
other “self-defensive”

slaughter. 
In an article on the pro-

Palestinian “Electronic In-
tifada” website, Ali
Abunimah expressed his
“relief” at Netanyahu’s vic-
tory. He claimed the differ-
ences between Netanyahu
and his Labor Party rival
Yitzhak Herzog were super-
ficial, and that with Ne-
tanyahu in charge, at least
the Palestinians would not
be dragged into a dead-end
“peace process”.

OBSTACLE
Whether a Herzog victory
would have led to imme-
diate significant conces-
sions for the Palestinians
is debatable; in all likeli-
hood it would not. 

But to be “relieved” at the
victory of a far-right nation-
alist (who Eric Lee rightly
identified in Solidarity 358
as a proto-Putin figure)
whose election represents a
huge obstacle to the most
immediate reform most
needed to break the dead-
lock (the establishment of a
viable Palestinian state)
seems both nihilistic and
cavalier.

Practical solidarity with
the Palestinians is urgent.
Democratic and working-
class organisation inside

Palestinian society faces not
only colonial oppression,
but are also the reactionary
policies of the clerical-fas-
cists of Hamas and the cor-
rupt bourgeois-nationalists
of Fatah. Supporting
labour-movement organisa-
tions in Palestine, and
workers’ organisations that
organise both Israeli-Jewish
and Arab workers, such as
the Workers’ Advice Cen-
tre, is vital.

There have already been
renewed calls on the inter-
national left for a ramping
up of “BDS” (Boycott, Di-
vestment, and Sanctions)
agitation as the only viable
political-strategic frame-
work for responding to a
worsening situation. But
while divestment and cer-
tain sanctions (such as arms
embargoes) may represent
effective forms of pressure,
BDS as a political package is
based on a conception of Is-
rael as an illegitimate na-
tional entity, equivalent to
the white-supremacist
apartheid South African
state. Unlike South Africa,
where a tiny white settler
caste ruled by exploiting the
black majority, the Israeli-
Jewish population is class-
differentiated and has no
colonial “centre” to “go

back” to. Root-and-branch
boycotts could end up
alienating and hurting Is-
rael’s beleaguered peace
movement, the left, and the
labour movement, at a time
when they most need inter-
national support.

“External” pressures may
create domestic space that
Palestinian, Israeli, and in-
ternational leftists can ex-
ploit. US President Barack
Obama’s ongoing attempts
at entente with Iran, and
America’s growing impa-
tience with Netanyahu’s
pursuit of a colonial policy
of which it evidently disap-
proves, may give some trac-
tion to demands for
America to end its
bankrolling of Israel’s occu-
pation of Palestine. Any
such opportunities should
be exploited.

But the worsening politi-
cal landscape has not
changed the basic facts,
which are that two distinct
nations – a Hebrew-speak-
ing Jewish nation and a
Palestinian-Arab nation –
currently live in historic
Palestine. Currently, the na-
tion-state of one of those na-
tional groups (Israel)
subjugates and colonises
the other (the Palestinians).
The only rational, demo-
cratic settlement is one
based on two democratic,
secular states – an Israeli
state (with a constitutional
framework that acknowl-
edges and guarantees full
civil rights to the large Arab
minority), and a viable
Palestinian state – as the
first step towards federation
and unity.
Consistent democrats

must act before Ne-
tanyahu wipes any realis-
tic possibility of that
settlement off the page of

Stop Netanyahu closing the options!
Protesters in Bil’in lead a weekly protest



By Antonis Davanellos
A member of the Interna-
tionalist Workers Left
(DEA) and of Syriza’s left
wing

The weaknesses of the
Syriza-led government’s
position are weaker still if
viewed in terms of the in-
ternational balance of
power. 

The brazen blackmail of
the European “institutions”
and the International Mon-
etary Fund (IMF) is de-
signed to force the
government to choose be-
tween direct subordination
to the lenders or rapid col-
lapse.

To paraphrase a famous
saying from the time of the
Russian Revolution — one
that we can appreciate
today: Without a trans-
formed policy in Europe,
without the outbreak of a
political resistance move-
ment led by the left in
Spain or Ireland or France
or Italy, we will perish.

This reality places a clear
obligation on the members
and leaders of Syriza,
among many others. Our
policy must be to maintain
an active call for a Europe-

wide uprising to overthrow
austerity.

In the mainstream media,
the Syriza party is depicted
in a negative light: as a
dead weight that prevents
its leadership from taking
bold action (action to the
liking of the lenders and
markets, of course); as a
nest of fossilised Marxists
how won’t allow the en-
lightened leaders of the
government and the state to
make the necessary over-
tures — for example, to the
To Potami party — and
guide the government
safely to the calm waters of
the centre-left, with an ac-
ceptance of the European
lenders’ oversight of gov-
ernment policy and a com-
mitment to remain in the
euro, no matter what.

Indeed, the party of
Syriza does have this im-
portant “defensive” role to
play. Under the conditions
of vast internal and interna-
tional pressures, it is an ir-
replaceable factor for
enabling the government to
remain connected to the
original policies and pro-
gram Syriza was founded
to stand for. Precisely be-
cause it can require ac-
countability, the
organization of the party at

its base, among its rank-
and-file members, must be
maintained and decisively
strengthened.

But a defensive role is not
enough. The party organi-
zations of Syriza must take
aggressive initiatives, at-
tempting to mobilize a
mass challenge against our
common political oppo-
nents. 

This insistence on a radi-
cal left program, on stand-
ing for the people, and on
popular mobilizations is
the only way forward for
Syriza as a party. In fact, it
is the only way forward for
the government, caught as
it is between the Scylla and
Charybdis of local and in-
ternational capital.

The mainstream media
regularly display their con-
tempt for the Marxist-radi-
cal wing inside Syriza and
demand that the party’s
leaders eliminate it as a
condition for being recog-
nized as “reliable” and “re-
alistic.”
This wing within Syriza

is real and with more in-
fluence than many media
analysts acknowledge.

(Abridged with thanks
from socialistworker.org,
website of the ISO-USA).
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By Mark Osborn
On 26 March a broad
Saudi-led Sunni-Arab
coalition began bombing
opposition bases in
Yemen. 

The Saudi operation,
named Decisive Storm, also
involved moving 150,000
troops, plus tanks and
heavy weapons, up to their
border with Yemen. Both
Saudi Arabia and Egypt
have threatened to invade
to prop up their favoured
regime, led by Abd-Rabbu
Mansour Hadi, and against
Hadi’s Shia opponents, the
Houthi militia.

They won’t be eager to
put troops on the ground.
Their main target, the
Houthi fighters in northern
Yemen are formidable op-
ponents; the Houthis were
not beaten by Saudi bomb-
ing — supporting a govern-
ment ground war – in 2009,
and Egypt still remembers a
disastrous campaign in
north Yemen in the 1960s. 

Yemen’s population is 26
million. About one in three
are Houthi, members of a
minority strand of Shia
Islam, the Zaydi sect. The
Houthi militias, in alliance
with part of the old state
machine allied to former
president Ali Abdullah
Saleh, now control most of
the West of Yemen, and are
attempting to take the
Southern port city of Aden
where dozens have died in
fighting in recent days.

This, the latest round of
Yemen’s long-running po-
litical crisis, began to take
shape in the summer of
2014. On 30 July Hadi’s
government doubled petrol
prices. 

Using anger at the price
hike, the Houthis organised
in opposition. Fighting last
summer killed hundreds.

The Houthis then
stormed the capital, Sanaa,
overrunning it on 21 Sep-
tember. The only resistance
came from army units loyal
to Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar,

while those loyal to former
President Saleh stood back
from the fight. Al-Ahmar
was formerly Saleh’s mili-
tary enforcer against the
Houthis when Saleh fought
a series of wars in the north
from 2004 to 2010. 

Divisions between the
contending forces are not
simply ideological, but are
also business conflicts be-
tween competing gangs of
drug, diesel and weapons
smugglers. Al-Ahmar, for
example, may well have
Sunni Islamist sympathies,
but he is also a major rack-
eteer. The Houthi clans
have traditionally operated
as smugglers between
Yemen and Saudi Arabia.
Fuel price rises badly af-
fected those involved in
petrol and diesel trading.

PRESSURE 
Ali Abdullah Saleh was
forced by international
pressure to hand over
power to Hadi in 2012 fol-
lowing mobilisations to
replace him during the
Arab Spring and an as-
sassination attempt which
nearly killed him. 

He is now attempting to
manoeuvre his family back
into power by backing for-
mer enemies. Late last year
Saleh had Hadi expelled
from his General People’s
Congress party. In January
and February the Houthis
consolidated their position
in Sanaa by toppling the
government.

Saleh is now allied to the
Houthis, and his son – for-
mer commander of the Re-
publican Guard – has lined
the Guard up with them.
The Houthi militias took
control of various military
bases and their stocks of
weapons. Rebel army
camps have been exten-
sively bombed by the
Saudis.

Much recent press cover-
age has described the con-
flict as a proxy war between
Saudi and Iran, a battle be-
tween the regional powers
for control and influence. It

is certainly true that the
Saudis intend to stop a Shia
force becoming dominant
across their southern bor-
der. The extent of direct
Iranian involvement is
much less clear. In the past
Iranian involvement has
been exaggerated.

However, last December
Reuters, for example, car-
ried credible reports of in-
creasing Iranian military
and diplomatic backing for
the Houthis. Probably a
small number of Iranian
military advisors are with
the Houthis and the Irani-
ans and their Lebanese al-
lies, Hezbollah, may well
have taken Houthi fighters
abroad for training. Cer-
tainly there is increasing
Iranian diplomatic backing
for the Houthi. There are
also claims that Iranians
have been sending boat-
loads of weapons and
money to the rebels.

No matter what the exact
truth, the basic conflict has
local roots. The aim of the
Saudi bombing is to press
the Houthi leaders to nego-
tiate and to allow Hadi to
return to power – he ap-
pears to have fled Aden and
is now in Saudi.

Yemen is the poorest of
the Arab countries; there is
no coherent, integrated soci-
ety and little chance of cre-
ating a modern state. Aside
from the brief emergence of
a popular, democratic
movement during 2011,
very little positive can be
said about politics there.
Saudi bombing and Iranian
meddling will make matters
worse, not better. 

In addition to those con-
tending for power in the
current round of fighting al-
Qaeda have a sizable net-
work in the East of the
country and Daesh (ISIS)
have begun to operate with
a series of sectarian bomb-
ings against Shia targets. 
In late March Daesh

killed 140 people when
they bombed two Shia
mosques in Sanaa. 

By Rhodri Evans
On 8 April Greece’s prime
minister, and leader of
the left-wing Syriza party,
Alexis Tsipras, visits
Moscow. 

Officially he is talking
only about Greek fruit ex-
ports to Russia, but rumour
is that he will explore
whether Russia might lend
the Greek government
money if the eurozone and
the IMF won’t.

For 9 April the Greek
government has promised
that it will in fact make a
debt repayment due to the
IMF. On 24 April eurozone
finance ministers meet, and
Greece hopes to get a deal
for more credit.

The Syriza leaders are
still trying to break the
bonds of neo-liberalism,
but... by clever negotiation
which is supposed to
promise mutual advantage
to the neo-liberal leaders in
the eurozone.

The eurozone leaders,
their confidence now re-

built after being shaken by
Syriza’s vigorous approach
immediately after its elec-
tion victory on 25 January,
are having none of it.

The Financial Times re-
ports that finance ministers
are telling Syriza’s leaders
that they will get no relief
until they break with
Syriza’s left wing and in-
stead form a coalition gov-
ernment with the pro-cuts
Pasok and To Potami par-
ties. Reuters editor Hugo
Dixon has made that de-
mand openly.

On 1 April Tsipras sent a
new list of measures to the
eurozone finance ministers.
His government has agreed
to raise VAT rates in the
Greek islands, to continue
the previous government’s
hated property tax, and to
continue privatisations in
the pipeline, including the
remainder of the port of Pi-
raeus.

But Tsipras’s letter reaf-
firmed plans to restore col-
lective bargaining, raise the
minimum wage, widen

health-care coverage, and
restore the “13th month”
payment on small pen-
sions. Most of its promises
to raise more cash were
based on more efficient tax
collection.

Even Syriza members not
previously tagged as left,
like Yannis Albanis (28
March), are writing that
even though Greece being
forced out of the eurozone
“would mean GDP drop
and limiting policies”, that
would be preferable to “a
third Memorandum”.

A deal under which
Greece would become a
diplomatic ally of Russia —
over Ukraine, etc. — in re-
turn for credits would be
unprincipled and anyway
is probably not on offer.
The central task for the

left — as Syriza left-
winger Antonis Davanel-
los explains in the
accompanying article —
is to “maintain an active
call for a Europe-wide
uprising to overthrow
austerity”.

Eurozone leaders demand
new coalition in Greece

Civil war in Yemen

Syriza left can be decisive

Houthi fighters in Yemen
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Press
By Harry Davies

4 COMMENT

I’m trying to summon some grit in order to explain the
Daily Mail to you. This is a difficult task because my re-
current thought — “intolerant small-minded newspaper
publishes astonishingly offensive and insensitive intoler-
ant small-minded commentary” — is a. not that original
and b. news to none of you.

I’m writing in this case about the crash of Germanwings
A320 and that newspaper’s reaction to the pilot’s mental
health. The ideological position that any form of mental ill-
ness (and this is a pointlessly generalised term covering a
spectrum of issues which affect pretty much the entire pop-
ulation) in some way determines one’s ability to hold a posi-
tion of authority.

Recently I was privileged to watch a powerful speech by a
delegate to the conference of teaching union NUT. Nial Pick-
ering spoke about the stigma of depression. I have also talked
to teacher comrades with mental health issues, caused or
heightened by the pressures of workload and corporate style
management. I know this happens across all industries and
workplaces because I’ve worked across many sectors myself
and I’ve suffered from a horribly debilitating level of depres-
sion. Everywhere I worked, I wasn’t alone.

So to look at the Mail screaming “Suicide pilot had long
history of depression, why on earth was he allowed to fly”
was not the most life-affirming of moments for me. I won’t
sadden you with the detail of their argument, though it’s
hard to imagine a more accusatory and ill-informed text, jux-
taposed with images of grieving families. 

A horribly cynical and brutal message, pandering to
mythic narratives of British Resolve and The Stiff Upper Lip
emerge. A Daily Mail world is one where all pilots are Dan
Dare and only foreigners and lefties are weak-minded
enough to admit to depression. This is a world that excludes
Turing or Behan or Plath or anyone who finds themselves ex-
periencing those overwhelming feelings, no matter what
form they take.

A world where we can make everything better by shouting
angry rhetorical questions, whilst ignoring the bigger points.

Andreas Lubitz was unfit for duty and the reason that this
wasn’t picked up on is because corporate airlines view men-
tal health support as a ten minute HR questionnaire. Indeed
several anonymous pilots confirmed this in a BBC story. The
bigger story here is that profit trumps lives. A planeload of
passengers and crew become the excuse to publish propa-
ganda demonising and marginalising people like me and
millions of others.
The same front page promised a “free bag of compost

tomorrow”, which seemed superfluous as there was
plenty of bullshit already.

By Martin Thomas
Something strange has happened to the word “radicali-
sation”. Schools are now officially instructed that they
must police their students against being “radicalised”.

It is taken for granted that “radicalisation” means a drive
to slaughter civilians in the name of imposing clerical-fascist
tyranny.

For 200 years until recently, “radical” had a different mean-
ing. The Oxford dictionary defines radical, in politics, as dat-
ing back to 1802: “One who holds the most advanced views
of political reform on democratic lines, and thus belongs to
the most extreme section of the Liberal party”.

The first politicians called “radicals”, in the late 18th and
early 19th century, were outliers from the Whigs, people who
supported civil liberties and extension of the right to vote be-
yond a small minority. The Liberal party, the “mainstream
left” of British politics before the emergence of the Labour
Party early in the 20th century, emerged in the mid 19th cen-
tury as a conglomerate of Whigs and Radicals.

By the late 19th and early 20th century, the name “Radical
Party” was used in many countries by bourgeois groups who
wanted a modern, reforming image.

In the 1980s, “rad” became a common term of approval or
praise.

Now the government uses “radical” to mean clerical-fascist
terrorism against civilians. They want to ally with “moder-
ate” Islamists, so they avoid the term “Islamist”, and the old
tag, “extremist”, is too vague.

For now, no-one proposes that the ban on “radicalisation”
should criminalise radical liberals or even radical socialists.

But already Shilan Ozcelik, an 18-year-old Kurdish woman
from north London, is in Holloway Prison, refused bail on
terrorism charges because of “having attempted to join the
YPG”, the Syrian-Kurdish forces fighting Daesh (with air
support from the US!)

The presentation of “radicalism” as criminal chimes in all
too well with the Tories’ election claim to offer “competence
not chaos” and “a plan that works”.

After five years of miserable cuts which have still left gov-
ernment debt soaring, and the biggest pushing-down of real
wages, and with the promise to bring yet more cuts plus anti-
union laws to stop resistance — after all that, they say that
any radical alteration means “chaos”.

AUTHORITY
While the fall-out from one of capitalism’s greatest eco-
nomic crashes continues, the Tories cite 100 profiteers,
tax-evaders, and exploiters as the voice of authority
which we should all respect.

The Labour leaders, intimidated, limit themselves to mar-
ginal, detailed criticisms — nothing radical.

The flipside of this, and the lack of public protest against
the demonisation of “radicalism”, is widespread depoliticisa-
tion. In 2005 only 38% of 18-24 year olds voted. The percent-
age recovered only a little in 2010. The link is obvious
between this low turn-out and the fact that the Tories’ cuts
have hit the young much more than over-60s (who vote in
greater numbers). Yet for 2015 there’s no chance of the
young-voter turnout returning in 2015 to 1964’s 76% (almost
the same, then, as the all-ages average).

Among older people who vote, too, political disillusion is
rife.

There are three reasons for this. The first is that capitalist
competition is faster-moving and more global. Governments
need more vigour, and more push from below, to do things
which may displease “the markets”. The limits of consensus
politics are narrowed.

The second is the bureaucratisation of politics, and espe-
cially of the Labour Party. The Labour Party has always had
many mechanisms to insulate its leaders from rank-and-file
pressure, but it is worse since Blair.

I grew up in one of the safest Labour seats in the UK, with
one Labour MP continuously re-elected from 1929 to 1959,
and another from 1959 to 2001. Yet when I was in my mid-
teens, not an epoch ago, it was taken for granted that the
Labour MP would do public meetings at election time, and
face loud heckling from Communist Party members.

Very few MPs do public meetings any more. Harold Wil-
son, Labour leader from 1963 to 1976, prided himself on his

expertise at dealing with hecklers, and frequently used it. Ed
Miliband rarely speaks except to pre-booked audiences, and
even senior mainstream Labour MPs can’t get through his of-
fice door to talk to him. Literally everything he knows about
current politics comes via, and filtered through, the horde of
careerists in his office.

In 2010, only 9% of Labour MPs came from manual-worker
jobs, but 20% from jobs as MPs’ aides, researchers, etc. Ed
Miliband and Ed Balls have never done anything outside
wonk-world other than brief spells as an academic
(Miliband) or journalist (Balls).

In 1945, Robert Tressell’s socialist novel The Ragged
Trousered Philanthropist was credited with winning the elec-
tion for Labour. The Tories’ plan to counter its influence was
a mass printing of Friedrich Hayek’s book The Road to Serf-
dom.

Most people read neither book. But many people voted be-
cause they had been convinced in conversation of a philoso-
phy which the person convincing them got from one book or
another.

Back in 1960 the Labour right-winger Tony Crosland, argu-
ing for a shift in approach after Labour had lost its third gen-
eral election in a row, declared: “The élan of the rank and file
is less and less essential to the winning of elections. With the
growing penetration of the mass media, political campaign-
ing has become increasingly centralised, and the traditional
local activities, the door-to-door canvassing and the rest [i.e.
activities which involved actual political conversation] are
now largely a ritual”.

It took a while, but now Crosland’s argument has been
adopted widely enough to make mass politics a macabre rit-
ual. In pre-1991 Russia there was a joke: we pretend to work,
and they pretend to pay us. In mainstream politics in Britain,
the voters pretend to listen, and the politicians pretend to
offer ideas.

The third reason is lack of pressure from below. It is not
just that Crosland’s programme took time to filter through.
From the mid-60s to the early 1980s, things went in the oppo-
site direction, towards livelier politics, because of high class
struggle and a socialist radicalisation of young people.
The walling-off of politics by apparatchiks and by mar-

ket pressures seems unbeatable only because it keeps
people demobilised. Just as the bureaucrats in pre-1991
Russia seemed unbeatable. Just as “radical” change
then seemed weird or crazy.

Reclaiming radicalism

Stigmatising
mental illness

BOOKS BY WORKERS’ LIBERTY
In 1984-5, mining communities all over Britain

fought a year-long battle against Thatcher’s Tory gov-
ernment. Their fight remains a
source of inspiration for the
labour movement, and for those
who want a democratic socialist
world free of exploitation and op-
pression.

This new edition of Class
against class features an addi-
tion on the role of Lesbians and
Gays Support the Miners dur-
ing the strike.

A few bold strokes by an artist can convey an idea
more vividly and fix it more firmly
in the viewer’s mind than an edito-
rial or an article would. The car-
toons collected here depict US
politics, workers’ struggles, Amer-
ica’s “Jim Crow” racism, Roo-
sevelt’s “New Deal” and Harry 
Truman’s “Fair Deal”, and Stalin-
ism in its era of greatest prestige
and triumph, as revolutionary so-
cialists saw them at the time.

www.workersliberty.org/books



Over a decade, the major parties, including, shamefully,
Labour, have allowed UKIP and, before them, the BNP to
set the agenda on immigration.

All the major parties now, to one degree or another, pander
to the idea that new immigration is bad. In this way they fos-
ter hostility to migrants and to the descendants of migrants
already living in Britain.

UKIP scapegoat immigrants because doing so is the
sharpest weapon to use against the European Union. UKIP
argues that the UK cannot control immigration into Britain
because it is a member of the EU. It denounces the EU not for
its faults but for its main merit — that it has opened borders
within Europe.

We say: 
• Stop scapegoating migrants! 
• Freedom of movement and equal rights for all! 
• End deportations and detention!
Our approach to migration is a major plank of the de-

mands of the Socialist Campaign for a Labour Victory (SCLV)
in the general election, which Workers’ Liberty is support-
ing.

SCLV opposes the cravenness of the Labour leaders, who
have made “Controls on immigration” the fourth of their five
election pledges, even producing a mug with those words on
it.

In fact there are already many controls on immigration,
and in fact Labour’s proposals are only to stigmatise and dis-
criminate against migrants once they arrive. Labour says:

People who come here won’t be able to claim benefits for at least
two years...

Here, Labour is following a policy of the Tories, who are
threatening a qualifying period for benefits of four years, and
UKIP, who are threatening five years. In short, Labour are
promising to go halfway towards the Tories and UKIP on so-
called “benefit tourism” (which has been proven not to exist).

Labour leader Ed Miliband has said that the last Labour
government “got it wrong on immigration”, by which he
means, it let too many foreigners in.

In 2004, Poland joined the EU, along with nine other coun-
tries, most of them former Soviet bloc countries. The UK was
one of the few existing EU member states not to restrict free-
dom of movement of workers from the new states. The then
Labour government predicted that 13,000 Polish people
would migrate to the UK; they were wrong and the figure
was far higher: by 2011 around half a million Polish people
had arrived in the UK. And so what?

Even apart from the cultural and intellectual benefit to the
UK from that migration, as from the previous waves of mi-
gration which over centuries have made up the population
born here, recent figures show there was a net economic ben-
efit to the UK.

In any case, the population of the UK is 64 million people.
The Polish “influx” increased the population by about 0.8%
— less than 1%. 

While the Polish community in some UK cities is now vis-
ible, nowhere are the “natives” being “swamped” by them.

The latest statistics a net increase in migration of the order
of 250,000 a year in recent years. These increases are “man-
ageable” by any reckoning. They are tiny compared, for ex-
ample, to the floods of refugees from Syria accommodated
by Lebanon and Turkey.

Labour has repeated the line that rapid influxes of mi-
grants strain public services. And yet the most important
public service, the NHS, depends heavily on migrant labour.
Hard-pressed hospitals are paying for recruiting teams to go
to Greece or Ireland or Spain to recruit more nurses. Public
services need a rapid influx of migrants!

We say: rebuild public services! Tax the rich to pay for it!
Labour says that migration has forced down wages be-

cause unscrupulous employers will pay migrant workers less
than UK-born workers; even, if they can get away with it, less
than the minimum wage.

Bosses get away it only because migrants are stigmatised
and discriminated against and often find it hard to claim their
rights. The answer is to end the discrimination and to restore
union rights so that unions can more easily unite the migrant
workers with local workers and fight for better wages and

conditions for all.
The problem with Labour’s leaders is that they are not

pledged to support the trade unions; instead, they are look-
ing for ways to distance themselves from the unions.

We say: rebuild trade union power! Make the labour move-
ment political. Give workers positive rights to organise in
their interests. Don’t erect barriers to labour migration, foster
workers’ unity against the bosses within and between coun-
tries, across the whole of the EU and beyond!

The Greens, SNP and Plaid Cymru have displayed better
gut attitudes towards migrants, as evidenced in the recent
Leaders’ Debate, but none take their stand on uniting work-
ers of all countries against the bosses; and none come out and
assert the basic egalitarian demand that we need to abolish
immigration controls.

They might deplore UKIP leader Nigel Farage’s offensive
and inhumane scapegoating of foreign-born HIV sufferers,
but nevertheless their answers are inadequate.
We say: unite workers! Open the borders!
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The French state is currently forcing illegal migrants out
of makeshift homes they have established around the
city of Calais into an out-of-town ghetto around the
Jules Ferry Centre.

There, a small cluster of amenities is set in a large area of
waste ground where the men will be allowed to build them-
selves shacks from whatever they can find, shit in the la-
trines they dig, and queue up for a daily meal and a chance
to charge their mobiles, before they embark each night on
the desperate attempt to stow away on a lorry to England
and the hope of a better life. At Jules Ferry, a few women
and children have more secure shelter, but it is still basic. 

Never forget, these are our people.
In Calais there are a few thousand people living in the

most abject poverty, whose only offence was to seek a bet-
ter life; in many cases, to refuse to lie down and die where
they were. France is one of the richest countries in the
world; there is no need for the migrants of Calais to live in
wretched and degrading poverty. 

Most of the migrants in Calais come from Africa and the
Middle East, pushed by wars and extreme poverty to un-

dertake the dangerous journey to a better life in Europe —
a Europe where, for the most part, they will still live ille-
gally. Where they are prey to exploitation by criminal
gangs, traffickers, and by employers breaking the law, pay-
ing less than the legal minimum.

It is a staggering failure of imagination of mainstream
politicians — including most Labour politicians — to con-
front and understand this reality. Or an evasion. For to
change this situation requires courage and hard work. First
of all the courage to say what needs to be said.

Beyond the borders of the EU, live billions of people as
deserving of a safe, secure and prosperous life as Bulgarian,
Romanian, Polish, French and British workers. 

Then to do what needs to be done to realise that dream.
Our pledge is to unite workers to build that better

world where all can live equally, safely and prosper-
ously!

• For more information about the situation in Calais, see
Calais Migrant Solidarity: 
calaismigrantsolidarity.wordpress.com

Migrant and local, black and white: unite!

The Calais scandal

Labour activists have criticised the “mug of shame”

Workers’ Liberty is calling for a Labour vote in the gen-
eral. But we don’t think a Labour government will be
the solution to austerity.

Workers will need to fight hard to make the Labour gov-
ernment serve them. But by throwing out the Tories, we
can take one step towards changing the labour movement
so it fights effectively. It will help the audience for social-
ist ideas to grow.

Workers’ Liberty stands for a society where the crises,
exploitation and inequality of capitalism are replaced by
collective ownership and
sustainable planing for
people’s needs — social-
ism.

In the election socialist
voices will be small and
marginal. We have to ed-
ucate, agitate and organ-
ise to turn the tide and
create an emancipated
future.

In order for Workers’
Liberty to contribute to
that fight we need to ex-
pand our sources of
funds.

We are launching a
fundraising drive to raise
£15,000 by our annual conference in November. Will you
help us reach that target?

Recently we expanded the number of workers in our of-
fice, and have increased our output of books, pamphlets
and other publications. We want to overhaul our website.
None of this can be maintained or improved without
funds.

We have no big money backers. We rely on contributions
from workers and students like you! So please consider:
• Getting a subscription to our weekly newspaper, Solidar-
ity — workersliberty.org/subscribe
• Taking out a monthly standing order.
• Making a one-off donation
• Organising a fundraising event in your local area
• Committing to do a sponsored activity and asking others
to sponsor you
• Buying some of our books, posters, autocollants or pam-
phlets

For information on standing orders or how to donate
visit workersliberty.org/donate
For more ideas and information on fundraising visit 
workersliberty.org/fundraising

Help us raise
£15,000
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Dear Jim,
A few weeks ago Solidarity carried a series of articles ar-
guing for a Labour vote rather than a Green vote in the
general election.

The arguments were calm, cool and collected reflections on
the fact that whatever the apparent attractiveness of some
Green policies, this did not justify calling for a vote for the
Greens. But when it comes to arguing with people like your-
self — socialists who are calling for a vote for the SNP — I
don’t think the same measured and moderate approach is
justified. 

That’s because I think you’ve simply lost the plot.
It’s a conclusion which I began to reach during last year’s

referendum campaign, when your eyes started to glaze over
at the prospect of Scottish independence.

From a socialist point of view, your arguments made no
sense at all. You argued that the referendum was an oppor-
tunity to pass judgement on all the bad things British impe-

rialism and the British state has done over the past 300 years.
(As part of the imperialist centre, Scotland had been just as
guilty of all those bad things as Britain. But that basic histor-
ical fact, like so much else, simply passed you by.)

You also argued that the very existence of the British state
was an obstacle to democratic and working-class advance in
Scotland.

This may be something you picked up from the Scottish
Socialist Party (SSP) website: “The single biggest obstacle to
the Scottish people building a better society is the British
state, the Westminster regime, the Crown powers.”

The argument didn’t make sense. The British state and the
“Westminster regime” can hardly be said to be impervious to
reform. In fact, they’ve been subject to quite a lot of reforms
over the past 300 years. 

How else, for example, could there be such a thing as the
universal franchise? Something of a step forward, I’m sure
you’d agree, compared with the franchise which existed in
Scotland (and England) in 1707.

Sure, the British state is an obstacle to achieving workers

power. And it certainly does contain feudal leftovers, such
as the Crown powers, which are absent in other states. But
the reason it is an obstacle is not because it’s British or be-
cause the Houses of Parliament are located in Westminster
rather than Milton Keynes. It’s because it’s a capitalist state,
and that’s why capitalist states exist. 

Your argument — and that of the SSP — that Scottish inde-
pendence was a necessity because of the nature of the British
state struck me as being about as logical as arguing for inde-
pendence for Bavaria because Article 14 of the German con-
stitution guarantees private property.

But there was one thing you were crystal-clear about dur-
ing the referendum campaign. 

You did not support the SNP. You had nothing in common
with the SNP. You were a socialist, not a nationalist. It was a
gross slander to suggest that you were accommodating to the
SNP and to nationalism in calling for a yes vote.

But now you’re calling a vote for the SNP.
Credit where it’s due, at least you’re open about calling for

a vote for the SNP. Unlike all those people in and around the
Radical Independence Campaign who are backing the SNP
but too shamefaced (and dishonest) to admit it.

But your arguments for a vote for the SNP are garbled, in-
coherent and completely off-the-wall.

Argument number one: Labour are Red Tories. There’s
no difference between Labour and the Tories.

Not much to say other than that it shows just how far re-
moved you are from reality. Labour’s policies are woefully
inadequate, and I’d agree with you if that was your argu-
ment. But to argue that there’s simply no difference is really
quite whacky.

Given Labour policies such as increasing the higher rate of
income tax and corporation tax, introducing a mansion tax,
taxing bankers’ bonuses, and limiting the use of zero hours
contracts, the difference between Labour and Tory policies
is probably greater than it has been at any point over the last
twenty years. (Given how far to the right Labour shifted
under Blair, it’s not difficult to move to the left. But that shift
has taken place and needs to be registered.)

And even if there really was no difference between Labour
and the Tories — as if trade unions have 50% of the vote at
Tory Party conferences! — this would, at most, be a reason
not to vote Labour. It would not be a reason to vote SNP.

Argument number two: Getting more SNP MPs to West-
minster would keep a Labour government on the left and
ensure it implemented what the SNP calls its progres-
sive policies.

If Labour are Red Tories then there is no way the SNP
could push them to the left. And if Labour are Red Tories
then how could they have progressive policies which could
be implemented only thanks to a contingent of SNP MPs?

There’s also the obvious point that you don’t get a Labour
government unless lots of people vote Labour (including vot-
ing for Labour candidates far removed from socialist poli-
tics). Voting SNP instead of Labour makes the chances of a
Labour government less likely.

Yes, the Labour right wing in Scotland is making a big
thing out of this argument. And yes, you and the SNP can
accuse them of scaremongering. But that does not alter the
fact that more seats for the SNP mean less chance of a Labour
government and more chance of a Tory government.

Your argument number two also has no more in common

By Colin Foster
If on 7 May Labour becomes the biggest party but does-
n’t win a majority, left activists should advocate a
Labour minority government which presses on with the
positive elements in Labour’s promises (repeal of
Health and Social Care Act, scrapping of bedroom tax,
curbs on zero-hours contracts, etc.)

If other parties block those measures, then we advocate
that Labour calls a “vote of confidence” to force them
through, resulting in a new election focused on those issues
if the measures are defeated.

The problem with Labour minority governments in the
past has not been any impossibility of forming them, but
that they have used their minority status as an excuse for
reneging on the positive elements in their promises.

Many Labour ministries have been minority governments
or had tiny majorities. Labour ran minority governments in
1924, 1929-31, February-October 1974, and 1976-9; had tiny
majorities (three or four seats) in 1964-6 and October 1974
to 1976.

Socialists have no absolute rule against coalition govern-
ments. The first workers’ government of revolutionary Rus-
sia in 1917-8 was a coalition of Bolsheviks and Left Social
Revolutionaries. The Mensheviks and Right Social Revolu-
tionaries were invited to participate but refused. The coali-
tion broke only because the Left SRs, dissatisfied at being
outvoted on the Brest-Litovsk peace treaty with Germany,
used their strong positions in the Cheka to assassinate the
German ambassador in the hope of provoking renewed war.

The problem in 2015 is that a coalition would be of a timid
Labour leadership, ultra-anxious to be seen to serve “all
classes”, with a party explicitly outside the labour move-
ment.

Between March 1977 and July 1978 the minority Labour
government had a formal pact with the Liberal party, con-
sulting it on every issue though not inviting Liberals to join
the government. Liberal leader David Steel said at the time

that this pact “would allow the banks to sleep at night”, but
the Labour government was already pushing through harsh
social cuts on the say-so of the IMF.

Anyway, minority governments have been more common
at Westminster than formal coalitions, outside of wartime.

Even if the Tories win slightly more seats than Labour on
7 May, the Lib-Dems will be uneasy about being seen to en-
able continued Tory rule, and the SNP, Plaid Cymru, the
SDLP, and the Greens will not back the Tories.

Labour should then go for a minority government which
will seek to subsist through different permutations of
smaller-party support on different issues.

The difficulty is not so much with techniques of minority
government as with the spirit of Labour’s leaders, charac-
teristically timid.

Ramsey MacDonald, prime minister of the first-ever
Labour minority government, saw its achievements in these
terms:

“[Labour] have shown the country that they have the ca-
pacity to government in an equal degree with the other par-
ties in the House... The Labour government have also shown
the country that patriotism is not the monopoly of any sin-
gle class or party...

“They... have done much to dispel the fantastic and ex-
travagant belief... that they were nothing but a band on irre-
sponsible revolutionaries intent on wreckage and
destruction”.

He was so pleased about showing that Labour was “re-
sponsible” that the question did not even arise for him of
what the Labour government had or hadn’t done to serve
working-class interests or to carry through policies de-
manded by the labour movement.

Even worse now, probably, with Labour leaders who live
their entire lives in wonk-world, with focus-group reports,
think-tank studies, and consultations among teams of polit-
ical apparatchiks doing for them what workplace and street
experience and discussion do for working-class people.
But it’s clear which way we should push.

An open letter to a socialist
supporter of the SNP

Minority government?



CLASS STRUGGLE
with reality than your argument number one.

Example one: since last September Labour has had a policy
of increasing corporation tax (unfortunately by just 1%). SNP
policy throughout the referendum campaign was that an in-
dependent Scotland would cut corporation tax by 3%. This
policy was abandoned by the SNP only last month.

Has Labour adopted a policy of increasing corporation tax
under pressure from the SNP? Or has the SNP dropped its
policy of cutting corporation tax to con Labour voters into
believing that a contingent of SNP MPs would ensure a
Labour government implement its progressive policies?

Example two: in January 2014 Labour announced that it
would restore the 50% rate of income tax for top earners. The
SNP has consistently rejected that policy: there would be no
tax rises in an independent Scotland. This policy of no 50%
tax rate was dropped by the SNP just one week ago.

Did Labour decide to restore the 50% tax rate under pres-
sure from the SNP? Or is the SNP’s one-week old support for
the 50% tax rate another attempt to con Labour voters into
switching to SNP?

And the SNP’s promises to work with Labour in Westmin-
ster but — heaven forbid! — *never* with the Tories does not
sit very well alongside their record in Holyrood. 

Or did you miss that interview with Annabelle Goldie (for-
mer Tory leader in Holyrood) in the Daily Record, the one
where she said:

“They (the SNP) were quite happy to work with us when
they needed to. ...I don’t remember him jumping up and
down and saying he cannot do business with the Tories.”

The SNP is not a political force to push a Labour govern-
ment to the left. John McDonnell (leader of the Socialist Cam-
paign Group of Labour MPs) explained why not in an article
in the Daily Record last week:

“Given their track record in Scotland of supporting cuts in
public spending, their attempts to race to the bottom on tax
and in privatising rail and now the ferries, there is a huge di-
vide between what socialists in the Labour Party stand for
and the nationalists of the SNP.

“What we (the Labour Left) want are the exact opposite of
the cuts and privatisation programmes inflicted on the Scot-
tish people by the SNP. You can’t be an austerity party in
Scotland and expect to be taken seriously as an anti-austerity
party anywhere else.

“A vote for the SNP is a vote for their version of austerity.
Worse, voting for the SNP might help the Tories stay in
power. That would be a massive blow for the working class
in Scotland and England.”

In fact, it’s really quite sad to see SSP members out on the
streets campaigning to unseat Labour MPs who share John
McDonnell’s politics. Do you really think that unseating Katy
Clark and replacing her by an SNP right-winger is going to:
a. help bring about a Labour government; b. push that
Labour government to the left?

Argument number three: Voting SNP and sending as
many SNP MPs as possible to Westminster is a way to
fight back against austerity.

Just seven months ago you were telling me that there was
absolutely no way that you could fight austerity at Westmin-
ster, that austerity was inseparable from the very existence
of the British state, and that’s why Scotland had to achieve in-
dependence.

But now you’re telling me that you can fight austerity at
Westminster after all! It all depends on who gets elected and
on the basis of what politics! I suppose I should be flattered
that you now agree with one of my anti-independence argu-
ments, even if it’s taken you seven months to get round to
parroting it. 

But now you’ve come up against a new problem: the SNP’s
own record. Because, for all their demagogy, soundbites and
rhetoric, their “opposition” to austerity consists of imple-
menting it.

Since 2007 the SNP have cut 130,000 places in Further Ed-
ucation colleges, the main route for working-class youth into
Higher Education. That’s why class inequalities in Scottish
education have remained unchanged under the SNP.

More cuts have been imposed on the fire service under the
SNP than under any other Holyrood government. The SNP
member who was the FBU’s Scottish Regional Secretary got

his reward for agreeing to those cuts by being booted out of
office last year, losing the election by 20% to 80%.

There is a chronic shortage of nurses in the Scottish NHS.
Accident and Emergency (A&E) services in the Scottish NHS
are in a state of crisis, performing even worse than in Eng-
land. 

But the SNP government’s spending on the NHS remains
proportionately lower than the Con-Dem coalition’s. What
has increased under the SNP is spending on private health-
care — up by 47% since 2011, amounting to £100 million.

Since 2007 Scottish government funding of local authori-
ties has been cut by 24% in real terms, even though, using the
SNP’s own figures, the cut in the Westminster grant to Scot-
land has been less than half that (10%).

SNP-controlled Dundee Council is currently implement-
ing £8 million worth of cuts. The SNP-Labour coalition in Ed-
inburgh is now imposing £22 million worth of cuts, axing
1,200 council jobs, and withdrawing £11 million of funding
for voluntary sector organisations.

When the Procurement Reform Bill was going through
Holyrood the SNP voted down Labour amendments requir-
ing that at least the Living Wage was paid by any employer
awarded a public contract (although, to better masquerade
as the workers’ friend, the SNP has now changed its policy
on the Living Wage as well).

And the SNP’s demand for Full Fiscal Autonomy for Scot-
land (FFA, which is what the SNP really wants from the next
Westminster government) would mean more austerity.

The last Institute for Fiscal Studies report and the last Gov-
ernment Expenditure and Revenue Scotland report both con-
firm that replacing the Barnett Formula by FFA would result
in an annual shortfall of around £6.5 billion. This could be
plugged only by tax rises or spending cuts involving mas-
sive job losses.

In the referendum campaign the SNP’s answer to this
shortfall was: oil. But since last September the price of oil has
fallen from $110 a barrel to $50 a barrel. 

The SNP’s figures never stack up. But they carry on regard-
less. And when anyone points this out, the response from
people like you is: scaremongering!

Argument number four: Voting SNP, sending SNP MPs
to Westminster instead of Labour ones, and the resulting
hung Parliament will create new openings for working-
class and socialist politics.

This is no more than your referendum refrain of “an inde-
pendent Scotland will create openings for the working class”
applied to the general election. Now we’re supposed to be-
lieve that replacing Labour MPs by SNP ones is going to
boost working-class politics.

The SNP is not a working-class party. It has no links to the
trade unions. It is not a vehicle for working-class political
representation. It does not want to be any of these things.

The SNP is a nationalist party. That’s why its election ma-
terial talks about Scotland, not class, and why it appeals to
voters’ national identities, not their class identities:

“The general election is Scotland’s opportunity to make
our voice heard loudly and clearly. Whatever the outcome in
May, only one party is stronger for Scotland: the SNP. More
SNP seats — more power for Scotland.”

And that’s the message that people are buying into on the
doorstep. 

That this is not an election in which the different compet-
ing parties represent different class interests (however inad-
equately in the case of Labour). It is not an election in which
you vote to decide which party will form the next govern-
ment. It is an election in which you vote for which party will
best represent Scotland.

You probably still have enough leftovers from your social-
ist politics in you to recognise that the statement “You’re a
traitor to your country” is an inherently right-wing state-
ment. But when the SNP denounces Labour Party members
as “traitors to Scotland” for having voted no in the referen-
dum, you delude yourself into believing that’s the stuff of a
working-class break from Labour to the left rather than a col-
lapse into nationalism.
The SNP is not a vehicle for your avowed socialist pol-

itics. It’s the object of your fantasies. And your fantasies
are a measure of your own collapse into nationalism and
your readiness to be a self-deluding satrap for the SNP. 

Anne Field 

The SNP: all about Scotland and the Scottish
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John McDonnell, Labour MP for
Hayes and Harlington, spoke to
Sacha Ismail
In your recent New Statesman interview,
you predict a bloc of Labour MPs stand-
ing against austerity. How solid is such a
bloc likely to be and how would it change
the situation?

We’ve had up to 30 Labour MPs willing to
stand together on some of the key issues, for
instance benefit cuts. Some of them are stand-
ing down, but I’ve been pleasantly surprised
by people sympathetic to the left and rooted
in their local community getting selected.
That happened a bit in 2010 — the North East
is the best example, where people like Man-
delson, Blair, Milburn and Byers all went and
got replaced by people like Ian Lavery, Ian
Mearns and Grahame Morris.

There’s been a strong reaction against hav-
ing candidates parachuted in, and to a certain
extent under Miliband it’s eased off. We
could see a new generation of the left in Par-
liament, and while it will be hard to hold to-
gether I think it’s possible. I can’t see Labour
MPs coming back from their constituencies
after a general election and implementing
benefit cuts. Miliband and Balls know that,
which is why they are giving signs of reshap-
ing their economic agenda.

The key thing for the left is not to be driven
into a corner where we’re designated as op-
positionists, where all communications break
down between the left and the rest of the
party. We’ve got to have a comradely debate
about issues and policy, but one where we
draw the bottom line. On every policy we’ve
got to know what we want and what we’re
fighting for. 

We also need technical plans and ability to
implement the policies. The best example is
rail renationalisation. Eight years ago we
were condemned as unreal because we
wanted the franchise system to allow public
sector bids. We were calling for renationalisa-
tion, but we said as a stepping stone let’s
allow public bids or keep franchises which
fall into the public sector, in the public sector.

That was condemned as ultra-leftism! Now
it’s Labour Party policy. We won that argu-
ment because we were right but also because
our policy positions were written after work-
ing with the rail unions, and sitting down
with transport experts, to demonstrate it was
achievable.

But looking at the examples you’ve given
we’ve lost; there hasn’t been enough or-
ganised class force to win.

You’ve got to combine the lot. Ten or fif-
teen years ago, for instance, we were organ-
ising meetings at the House of Commons on
Tax Justice, and we got nowhere. When Gor-
don Brown merged Inland Revenue and
Customs to set up HMRC, we said it was a
great opportunity to crack down on tax eva-
sion.

He not only ignored us, but cut 12,000 jobs!
Since then the debate has moved and do you
know why? We were arguing it for a decade
and then UK Uncut came along, occupied
Vodafone and the issue went to top of the
agenda. Even the Tories are making noises
about it.

At the same time, it helps that we have pro-
posals written with the people who are the
tax collectors themselves, the members of
PCS. It’s the combination of things that

means we can win.

The Tories are polling well and we have
the rise of UKIP. Is there a shift to the right
in public opinion?

There’s a reaction to the economic crisis
and in such circumstances people can go to
the right or the left. If there isn’t a left alterna-
tive people can go to the right. Also people
look back on a neo-liberal government under
New Labour, which undermined standards
of living for working-class people. So it’s no
surprise people aren’t marching for a Labour
government. People are disoriented and
want some kind of change, but there is no ob-
vious alternative. That’s where the Labour
left is so important.

We should respond to UKIP by campaign-
ing on positive policies. Every issue they
throw up we’ve got a solution to. In my con-
stituency there’s a huge housing crisis which
they’re trying to exploit. People are living in
terribly overcrowded conditions, in sheds,
and being charged £400 a month for it. We
have to explain whose really to blame and
our alternative. We can get there in advance
of UKIP with their poison, blaming it on mi-
grants and any other minority group they
want to target.

The UKIP candidate in a council by-elec-
tion here was an English Democrat and was
caught marching with the EDL. The ward
was where the BNP used to pick up a vote,
and before that the NF. Because of our mo-
bilisation and our “community socialist” pol-
itics, we smashed UKIP, even though they
ran an intensive campaign.

What should socialists do and say in the
election?

We’ve got to nail austerity. We’ve got to
make sure people know we’re not campaign-
ing to elect a Labour government that will
implement cuts in public services or increase
tax and cut benefits.

We’ve got to make ourselves the party that
will end austerity, and we’ll do that by intro-
ducing a fairer taxation system, by taxing
corporations and the rich, and recover the
£120 billion tax they’re evading now. If we do
that, we can finance the largest investment in
public services and our environment since
the Attlee government, and give people the
confidence we can eradicate poverty, get a
decent roof over their heads, give their kids a
free education, create a health service which
doesn’t just meet existing needs but makes a
proper investment in caring.

We can demonstrate how to tackle climate
change, create millions of jobs in renewable
industry. If we can demonstrate those things
we can give people hope but also some con-
fidence that they can become active to change
the world.

We’ve got to get out there and argue the
case in every forum we can and on the
doorsteps, not only to get a Labour govern-
ment elected but to push forward the pro-
gram we want it to implement. Socialists in
the Labour Party have a bigger responsibil-
ity than everyone else.

What’s your view on the Greens?
Over the years I’ve worked closely with so-

cialists in the Green Party, but the Greens are
not a socialist party, and they’re not class-
based. They have limited if any links to the
organised workers’ movement in this coun-
try, like the trade unions. We’ve also seen in

Brighton unfortunately, when they come to
power they’re not necessarily any better in
the interests of working people.

I understand why many young people feel
disillusioned and want to vote Green, but it
would be the worst thing if large numbers of
people vote Green in constituencies where
they’ll end up with a Tory MP and at the
same time that vote will do nothing to build
a real alternative.

In this area, we’ve got the [Heathrow]
Third Runway campaign, which I’ve been in-
volved in practically since aviation began!
We’ve got a Green candidate here who does-
n’t live in the area. He seems like a nice
enough guy, a retired doctor, but he’s never
been involved in our campaign.

I’m perfectly friendly with the Greens but
this is absurd, particularly when we need to
unite against the third runway, because it’s a
crucial battle against climate change, that
along with fracking.

What’s your assessment of the Collins
Review and the future of the union-Labour
link?

I was very disappointed the unions ac-
cepted the Collins Review. We should have
rejected it and pushed for a clearer role of the
unions within the party. I’m definitely wor-
ried about the weakening of the link. There
are many within the old New Labour clique,
hanging around still looking to weaken that
link even further. We need to start rebuild-
ing the link at a local level and also cam-
paigns on particular issues, like the fast food
campaign, like blacklisting. We need to en-
sure that whatever the formal structures
we’ve got a vibrant organic link between the
party rank and file and the unions.

If we’re not careful, the Labour Party could
become like any other party within the sys-
tem, part of the rotation of elite representa-
tion. That’s the fear, but there’s a long way to
go between now and then, and if we rebuild
the link it will enable us to get a review of the
decision taken with Collins.

It seems like the union leaders, including
left leaders, duck every fight. 

On a number of key occasions the union
bureaucracies have decided not to mobilise
their members in the fight many members
wanted. One reason is a lack of confidence, I
mean political confidence. There’s some
good leaders like Mark Serwotka and Matt
Wrack, but others lack any real political idea
they can mobilise for.

The other issue is that unions are just com-
pletely bureaucratised. Unison, my own
union, is a clear example. 

You can overcome that by rank and file
mobilisation. With the Blacklist Support
Group, we didn’t have any official union
support, but the campaign took direct action,
and won union support bit by bit. Now we
have general secretaries falling over them-
selves to get on platforms. Left-wing unions
can also play an important role, even when
they’re smaller, like the Bakers’ Union is in
the fast food campaign.

We need to demand Labour stands with
workers. Take the FBU. Under New Labour
they went through some bitter struggles, but
they’ve got a new leadership under Matt
Wrack, and on pensions they’ve fought the
Tories for two years. They’ve combined in-
dustrial action with lobbying, parliamentary
representation and more recently direct ac-
tion. At their last lobby they had two and half
thousand firefighters and they closed down
Parliament Square. What happened is
Miliband took over my motion to rescind the
attacks and the whole PLP supported it.

My line has always been that in the depths
of a recession, usually, people just want to
survive. When you start coming out of reces-
sion and expectations are raised, and there’s
economic growth, but you’re not sharing in
the benefits, people get angry and have the
ability to mobilise more effectively. That’s al-
ready started to happen.

What’s the future for the Labour left?
We convened the Labour Left Platform,

which was sponsored by all the left groups
in the party, for the first time in decades. We
got a range of MPs and candidates, and a
phalanx of policy advisers, and a range of so-
cial movements. We’re developing the poli-
cies and if we can have that reflected in
Parliament after the election I think that
could be quite fruitful. 
I don’t think we should try to turn it into

a membership organisation, but we’ll be
having another meeting after the election
and we’ll have that discussion.

If we combine, we can win

The Socialist Campaign for a Labour Victory
is campaigning to elect a Labour
government in May 2015. The SCLV wants to
combine campaigning for a Labour
government with clear working-class
demands, to boost working-class
confidence, and strengthen and transform
the labour movement so it is fit to fight.
• socialistcampaignforalabourvictory.
wordpress.com
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By Les Hearn
In April 1915, American newspapers reported that the
USA faced a “dye famine”, with only two months’ supply
left. This was not a minor inconvenience but threatened
the livelihoods of two million workers as dyes were es-
sential in the textile, paint, paper, and printing industries,
among others. What had happened?

You may recall the Bunsen burner, the Liebig1 condenser,
and the Haber2 process from your school days, named after
just three of the many world-leading chemists underpinning
the German chemical industry, the largest in the world by
the outbreak of the Great War. Developing in the 19th cen-
tury, this industry made steel, dyestuffs, explosives and med-
icines. In 1913, Germany produced getting on for 90% of the
world’s artificial dyestuffs or raw materials for these, mostly
produced from coal tar. They also dominated in other areas,
such as production of potash fertiliser.

After the war started, Germany could no longer export
dyes due to a naval blockade: hence the “dye famine.” In any
case, the Central Powers needed these chemicals themselves
for the war effort but so did the Allied Powers. The latter had
to rapidly scale up their chemical industries. By the end of
the war, chemicals production had expanded greatly in many
countries, setting the scene for the development of an extraor-
dinarily effective and lucrative industry that has dominated
the world economy ever since.

Why were chemicals needed? In short, to make explosives,
fertilisers, medicines and antiseptics, dyes, and poison gases. 

The warring nations needed raw materials for dyestuffs,
explosives and fertilisers. Much came from coal tar with
which all were well supplied but they needed sources of
“fixed” nitrogen for explosives and fertilisers. A major source
of suitable nitrogen compounds was Chile saltpetre (sodium
nitrate) but this was soon denied to Germany by naval block-
ades. Britain and its allies were also partly cut off by German
naval activity and were faced with a similar though less acute
shortages.

The First World War was a war of shells, projectiles packed
with high explosive and fired by guns. Just one type of gun,
the standard 18-pounder British field gun fired 86 million
shells, two for every three seconds of the war. Shells, includ-
ing shrapnel, are said to have caused 70% of battlefield casu-
alties.

The Central Powers expected the war to be won quickly
and only had sufficient supplies to last until 1916. In partic-
ular, sources of “fixed” nitrogen, needed for both explosives
and fertilisers, and of glycerine, needed mainly for explo-

sives, were inadequate.
Fritz Haber described the choice as whether “to starve or to

shoot.” Haber had developed a solution to the nitrogen prob-
lem with the Haber process (remember your chemistry les-
sons!) which combines nitrogen from the air with hydrogen
to make ammonia. There was no shortage of air or hydrogen!
The ammonia was used to make fertilisers or converted to ni-
tric acid (for explosives) by the Ostwald process.

Thus Haber and Ostwald allowed Germany to carry on
making enough munitions for another two years but, the
choice between “guns or butter” having been made in favour
of guns, severe food shortages caused malnutrition and loss
of morale.3 Britain could make nitric acid from Chile saltpe-
tre and did not suffer so much from these problems.

The Allies expected a swift conclusion, too, and stockpiles
of munitions were rapidly depleted, resulting in the “shell
crisis of 1915.” This caused the failure of a major British offen-
sive. The response was to set up over 200 munitions facto-
ries, staffed largely by women filling cartridges, shells and
bombs. The “munitionettes” ran many health risks from haz-
ardous chemicals, in addition to the risk of fire and explo-
sion. 

DEATHS
There were five particularly serious explosions. In 1916,
at the Explosives Loading Company, near Faversham,
Kent, 15 tons of TNT and 150 tons of ammonium nitrate
exploded.

“The Great Explosion” killed 116, left a 40-yard crater, shat-
tered windows in Southend 20 miles away across the Thames
estuary, and was heard in France. In 1917, in densely-popu-
lated Silvertown, London, a fire set off 50 tons of TNT, caus-
ing an explosion heard 100 miles away, killing 73 and
injuring 400. The greatest loss of life was at the National Shell
Filling Factory in Chilwell, Nottingham. In 1918, 8 tons of
TNT exploded, killing 134 and injuring 250. Thirty-five
“Barnbow lasses” were killed in Leeds in 1916; 38 were killed
at Low Moor, near Bradford, also in 1916; and many others
died in smaller explosions.

Acetone, an organic solvent, was essential for making
cordite (without which shells and bullets could not go any-
where). British acetone was either imported from the USA or
made by distilling wood, neither of which was sufficient. The
chemist Chaim Weizmann5 successfully developed a fermen-
tation process to make acetone from maize. Schoolchildren
were enlisted to collect conkers (horse chestnuts) as it was
found that these could be used as well. Over half the UK’s
cordite was produced at the munitions plant at Gretna.4 Here,
the munitionettes would knead nitroglycerine and guncot-

ton with acetone into what Conan Doyle termed “devil’s por-
ridge.”

Potash was an important chemical fertiliser whose use was
encouraged by Liebig. At the start of the war, world supplies
mostly came from potash mines in Germany, while nitroge-
nous fertilisers came largely from Chile as saltpetre. British
chemical fertilisers were not in short supply but the US was
greatly affected by the loss of potash from Germany. The
“potash crisis” increased prices ten-fold and led to ingenious
schemes to obtain potassium compounds (from rocks, wastes
from iron blast furnaces, seaweed, banana stalks, salt lakes,
cement kilns). This new potash industry collapsed after the
war, leaving several ghost towns.

Glycerine, an oily substance, was needed to make nitro-
glycerine (for cordite). Obtained from plant and animal oils
and fats, it rapidly ran short. This led to a massive increase in
whaling as blubber was a rich source of glycerine. Whale oil
was also used to rub into troops’ feet to combat “trench foot”
which could lead to temporary or permanent inability to
fight.

Whaling was then dominated by Britain and Norway.
Neutral Norway sold its whale oil to both sides but was even-
tually persuaded by strong-arm tactics to sell most of its oil
to Britain at a bargain price. The Central powers used sugar
fermentation to restore self-sufficiency in glycerine (the other
product, alcohol, did not go unused!).
At least 50,000 whales “gave their lives that men might

die”!

1. Justus von Liebig invented the meat extract later named Oxo. He
was also known as “father of the fertiliser industry.”
2. Fritz Haber, “father of industrial nitrogen fixation.” The tragedy of
Haber will be covered in a future article.
3. Food shortages were also important in the outbreak of the Febru-
ary revolution in Russia 1917.
4. HM Factory Gretna stretched for 12 miles along the Scottish-Eng-
lish border in four sites, with a dedicated coal-fired power station
and 125 miles of narrow-gauge railway. Two townships housed the
mainly female workforce, with kitchens, bakeries and laundries.
Their “moral” welfare and factory discipline was looked after by a
women’s police force. Local pubs and breweries were nationalised to
control alcohol consumption.
5. Russian-born Chaim Weizmann, “father of industrial fermenta-
tion,” emigrated to Britain to help advance the Zionist cause. He dis-
cussed Zionist aspirations with Arthur Balfour, gaining his support
for a Jewish homeland. He became the first president of Israel.

Note: much credit goes to Michael Freemantle’s books Gas! Gas!
Quick, boys! (2012) and the more extensive The Chemists’ War: 1914-
1918 (2015, Royal Society of Chemistry).

Chemistry and the First World War

These are chemicals that combust (burn) or decompose
extremely rapidly to produce large amounts of hot
gases and therefore a huge shock (pressure) wave.

Low explosives (LE) are typically used to propel projec-
tiles (bullets, cannonballs, rockets), though they can cause
explosions if in a sealed container. They include gunpow-
der (the first explosive invented) and cordite.

High explosives (HE) produce such a powerful shock
wave that they would destroy a gun barrel. They are used to
shatter things (shell casings, rocks, buildings). They are used
as sticks or moulded in mining or sabotage, in artillery
shells, or in bombs.

They include nitroglycerine, TNT and ammonium nitrate.
Dynamite, invented by Alfred Nobel (see box) in 1867, is a
mixture of nitroglycerine and kieselguhr, a soft sedimentary
rock largely composed of silica. This is much safer than pure
nitroglycerine in that it does not spontaneously explode
when dropped or heated but only when detonated.

Artillery shells comprised a steel casing containing lyd-
dite (picric acid) or amatol (TNT and ammonium nitrate),
with a mercury fulminate fuse as detonator. A bag of cordite
propellant was placed behind the shell in a cartridge case.

Most explosives rely on the rapid oxidation of a com-
pound containing carbon, hydrogen and, usually, nitrogen.
Such compounds are less stable than their oxidation prod-
ucts, water and carbon monoxide; also, nitrogen compounds
are less stable than the element nitrogen. This means that,
firstly, the reaction is very exothermic — it releases a lot of
heat energy. And, secondly, the products, carbon monox-

ide, steam and nitrogen, are gases. Since these take up thou-
sands of times more space than the explosive chemicals,
there is an enormous increase of pressure: in short, a hot
blast. 

Just burning the chemicals would release the same energy
but slowly, as the oxygen would have to diffuse through the
air to the fire. Explosive chemicals therefore either have to
contain a lot of oxygen or be mixed with an oxidant, a chem-
ical which releases oxygen when required. In gunpowder,
sulfur and carbon burn rapidly in the presence of the oxi-
dant potassium nitrate (nitre), exploding if in a confined
space. More modern HE, such as picric acid, nitroglycerine
or trinitrotoluene (TNT: C7H5N3O6), contain substantial
amounts of oxygen and are their own oxidants.

The propellant (LE) pushes the shell at great speed out of
the gun barrel. The fuse detonates the HE which blows the
casing apart. A supersonic blast or pressure wave causes
great damage to the surroundings.

Shells can also contain smoke-producing chemicals, in-
cendiary substances such as phosphorus, metal objects
(shrapnel), bright-burning chemicals (flares), or poison
gases.
The chemicals needed came from a variety of

sources: coal tar for phenol and toluene; saltpetre for
nitric acid; cotton for guncotton; glycerine from animal
and plant fats and oils; acetone for cordite from distil-
lation of wood. All were in shortage to some extent for
both sides.

Born in 1833, a son of an armaments
manufacturer who provided
weaponry to the Russian army in the
Crimean War, Nobel studied chem-
istry and then worked on improving
the stability of explosives so that
they could be handled safely.

Nobel was sympathetic to anti-war
views and supported the peace movement, expressing the
belief that his inventions with their unprecedented power
of destruction would make war morally impossible (In
1891, he said: “On the day that two army corps can mutu-
ally annihilate each other in a second, all civilised nations
will surely recoil in horror and disband their troops”).
This idealism had in fact been disproved some 20 years
earlier when the newly-invented dynamite had been used
in the Franco-Prussian war. Nevertheless, he continued in
his work, perhaps justifying it to himself in terms of a the-
ory of deterrence.

In 1888, his brother died in France: obituaries of Alfred
were erroneously published, one entitled “Le marchand
de la mort est mort” (“The merchant of death is dead”). 
Alfred was said to have been saddened by this and

concerned with how he was to be remembered. On
his death in 1896, it was found that he had left almost
all his considerable fortune to a trust which was to
award yearly what became known as the Nobel
prizes, one of which was for activities promoting
peace.

All about explosives Alfred Nobel
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By Kieran Miles
The Universal Basic Income, or UBI, has become a pop-
ular demand on the left, but even among some right-
wingers as well.

UBI is a proposal for the state to give everyone a set amount
of money, irrespective of where you live and your employ-
ment status.

The practical specifics of the proposal varies e.g. from what
age it is paid, and how it would be funded. And its propo-
nents differ over what kind of payment it is: is it in place of
waged work, is it a wage supplement, is it a new kind of ben-
efit? And over what is its social purpose: is it a useful reform
in capitalist society, designed to tackle and challenge the real-
ity of stagnant and low wages; or is it an organising tool and
a step towards a socialist society?

I am immensely sympathetic to the intention. Less poverty
is good. The working class asserting itself over living stan-
dards is good. Trying to formulate anti-capitalist demands is
good. I hope this article can be a contribution to a conversa-
tion between serious revolutionaries about how best to ad-
vance the class struggle. However, in all of its variants, I don’t
think the UBI will succeed.

The idea of a universal basic income can be traced to a 1797
pamphlet Agrarian Justice, by radical democrat Tom Paine. He
called for a “National Fund” which would provide all citizens
over 50 and the disabled with a guaranteed income every
year, and a lump-sum at the age of 21. The universality of the
proposal was intended to contrast with the already wide-
spread idea about the “deserving and undeserving poor”, en-
shrined in capitalist systems of relief for the poor and
destitute, the so-called Poor Laws.

Much more recently, the Green Party has adopted a policy
for a Citizens’ Income, in addition to a £10 an hour minimum
wage. In June 2013 some leading Keynesian economists (for
example, Paul Krugman) called for a “minimum income” in
the New York Times.

And these are not untested theoretical musings. There have
been various trial schemes in India and Namibia. A referen-
dum on UBI is due to be held in Switzerland. Estimations of
the cost to the Swiss state have been made. A guaranteed in-
come of 2,500 francs per person would, if you transfer the
costs of all benefits like pensions, unemployment benefits and
so on, only require an extra 20 billion francs a year. That’s
about 2% of Switzerland’s GDP. However, we might question
whether there is the political will for it in Switzerland. A ref-
erendum in May 2014 resoundingly defeated a proposal to set
a minimum wage (76% against). 

Lots of right-wingers have come out in favour of a basic in-
come. Some call for it on pragmatic grounds. One simplified
basic income, to replace 15 different types of benefits would
cut bureaucracy (and some civil servants can be sacked). Even
ultra-right-wing economists like Hayek advocated a variant,
a “certain minimum income for everyone”. Arguably even
Friedman’s negative income tax is a variant.

Given the current ascendancy of neoliberalism one could
safely assume that, if the UBI were to be introduced now, the
“universal” aspect of it would certainly be lost. There would
be conditions attached. In the UK it would be restricted to UK
nationals only. Presumably all migrants, stateless persons and
asylum seekers would be excluded.

It would probably be tied to other eligibility criteria: not
available to prisoners, to those with criminal records, to the
unemployed who fail to find work etc, etc. Indeed, in discus-
sions about introducing a guaranteed minimum income sys-
tem in Cyprus, President Nicos Anastasiades said of
unemployed recipients: “The single but absolutely necessary
precondition is that they don’t refuse to accept offers for em-
ployment and to participate in the policies of continuous em-
ployment that are determined by the state”.

The Cyprus scheme seems little different to Iain Duncan
Smith’s Universal Credit, in which all benefits are combined,
and calculated at a minimum level of subsistence but also sub-
ject to sanctioning if you refuse to work for free in Poundland
or Tesco for six months. (The whole amount can be sanc-
tioned, compared the current situation, where if you lose your
JSA, you can still claim other benefits, like child benefit.)

Advocates of UBI will say that even with conditions the
payment would be better than just fighting for higher wages
as UBI covers people those out of waged work, the disabled
and the unemployed. And advocates would fight against con-
ditions and sanctions.

To that I would say, of course fighting for higher wages has
to go alongside an radically better system of benefits, pen-
sions, payments for the disabled, provision for children. Un-
less you’re a syndicalist, whose focus is purely the workplace
and industry, and who eschews all political struggle, the
labour movement’s economic struggle for higher wages is
also necessarily a political struggle. For a high minimum
wage but also for unemployment benefits if you lose your job.
For a comprehensive, state-of-the art health service in case
you get sick. And take money from the rich to fund better liv-
ing standards for all.

If we were in a position to demand a truly universal basic
income, with no strings attached, it would be because class
struggle had revived and the labour movement was resur-
gent. How else will trade unionists have gained such confi-
dence and organisation other than by winning their demands
for higher wages and improved working conditions? A labour
movement strong enough to demand the UBI would have al-
ready won equivalent rises in benefits and wages! 

I can’t foresee another situation in which the UBI would be
won, unless you think it might be granted, from on high, by
a generous ruling class. Or else that a weakened labour move-
ment will decide to demand the UBI, a demand with little con-
crete relation to the immediate concerns of each individual
workplace. Even those workers who are in-and-out of work,
and there are many such precarious workers now, if they
were to be organised in their workplace would they not be
demanding higher wages?

“ANTI-WORK”
Another left argument for UBI relates to “anti-work” pol-
itics. The idea is that giving everyone a set amount of
money, which does not have to come from wage work-
ing, will “decouple” wage work, from the battle for the
means of life. 

There is no space here to discuss “anti-work politics”, and,
again, while I’m broadly sympathetic, such ideas are mis-
placed. Briefly, the main problem is too much emphasis is
placed on automation in terms of jobs being cut. We can still
demand “full employment” and create jobs by cutting the
working week and creating a maximum working work. In-
stead of too many people working long hours whilst some-
one else is on the dole or can’t find work which “fits” their
disability, everyone could work 25 or 20 hours a week.

Nor does automation negate the labour theory of value. If
a robot replaces a worker in a car factory, that doesn’t mean
their labour power has been automated out of existence, it just
means their job has been automated; they are still free to use
their labour power in another job. And the machine that re-
placed a worker still needs human labour, to design, build
and maintain the machine. There will still be human labour in
the production process: quality checking, using the machines,
and so on. 

The idea of fighting for higher wages or full employment is
often met with objections relating to ideas about value. The
argument here is that all the old industrial jobs have been
moved to the global south or automated away; there are only
service industry jobs left, and not enough of them, and do we

want everyone working in call centres or Costa chains any-
way? 

Two things to remember here. Manufacturing has not dis-
appeared. It’s a very European view to always focus about
the loss of manufacturing. There are tens of millions of jobs in
manufacturing industries. It’s just that many of these jobs are
in the global south. And even in the UK the ONS statistics for
seasonally adjusted workforce jobs in September 2013 show
there were 2,668,000 working in administrative and support
service activities, but also 2,574,000 people still working in
manufacturing. 

Whether you work in a textile factory in Birmingham or
Kolkata or a call centre in London or Bombay, you produce
commodities. These are produced for their exchange value
only, to enrich the capitalist. Let’s talk about a future socialist
society in which production is geared for use value, for
human needs and wants. Arguing about whether it’s better
or worse to work in a coffee shop as opposed to a shipyard is
meaningless. In both case cases you’re still working for a boss
and your labour is still required for the production of com-
modities, or servicing the conditions under which commodi-
ties are produced. No matter whether you’re lifting freight or
a latte, no amount of automation will stop human labour from
being the most important necessary factor in the global capi-
talist production and its profit-making processes. 

Lots of jobs that exist today would not exist in a socialist so-
ciety geared towards human need, and we would hope to au-
tomate large amounts of the production process, and socialise
that which we cannot. We would ultimately destroy the com-
modity form. But there would still be some labour in a com-
munist society. Labour directed towards socially-useful
purposes, reduced to one day a week, or an hour a day — but
labour nonetheless. We cannot rely on a sort of technological
utopianism to hope that we can 3-D print or automate the en-
tire production process. The point of communism is to seize
the means of production, not destroy it. If we want to seize
the means of production we need to build up workers’ organ-
isations fit to do that, and focused on doing that. 

It seems to me the UBI is a get-rich-quick scheme, a way of
overcoming what seems like agonisingly slow work of talking
to individuals at work, creating trust, building a union
branch, fighting in the workplace, losing fights, recovering,
talking to people about politics. The connection between that
step-by-step process and mass struggles are neither pre-
dictable nor guaranteed but there can be no magic shortcuts. 

In conclusion I have some questions for the UBI advocates:
1. How would you guarantee the universality of a basic in-

come, given the weakness of the labour movement, and the
strength of the state?

2. Why is fighting for full employment, increased wages,
and benefits for the unemployed, not achievable? Why is a
UBI a more achievable demand?

3. If automation destroys all jobs, how do you explain that
the proletariat as a percentage of the world population, is the
largest it has ever been? Surely the point is to share the work
out more equally?
4. How does UBI challenge capital? How does it link

with a program which can point towards socialism?

Basic Income: side-stepping struggle?
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By Gemma Short
At the National Union of
Teachers conference on
3-7 April, an amendment
from the rank and file net-
work Lanac on teacher
workload was lost by 41%
to 59%. 

A wrecking amendment
(delete most) to a Lanac pro-
posal on union strategy
passed only by 53% to 47%.

Lanac motions usually get
about a third of conference
votes. This year’s votes
show that an increasing sec-
tion of conference dissatis-
fied with the
mismanagement of indus-
trial disputes, and bemused
by the union leaders’ contin-
ual self-congratulation at a
time when latest figures
show that almost four out of
ten new teachers quit within
a year of qualifying, mostly
because of workload.

The executive brought a
priority (emergency) motion
for a new ballot for strikes if

a new government’s au-
tumn statement did not pro-
tect education funding. In
other words, it wanted to
bury the failures of its desul-
tory campaigns on pay, pen-
sions, and workload by
switching instead to a new
scrappy campaign on fund-
ing.

DEMANDS
Lanac’s amendment, de-
feated only 53-47, was
moved by Jane Nellist of
the Socialist Party and
seconded by Gemma
Short of Workers’ Liberty. 

It tied in the workload
issue by demanding in-
creased resources to meet
union demands for an in-
crease in planning and
preparation time to 20% for
all teachers, a reduction of
class sizes in all sectors, and
a £2000 flat rate pay rise.

The amendment commit-
ted the union to a calendar
of action, not just a one-day
strike followed maybe by
another, and then maybe by

yet another, and to circulat-
ing minutes of negotiations
to members. The amend-
ment was lost by 53% to
47% on a card vote.

The union leaders are try-
ing to pose as the UK equiv-
alents of the Chicago
Teachers’ Union (CTU), ar-
guing for “social movement
trade unionism”. 

However their limited
version of social outreach
(heavily staged education
question time public meet-
ings, and a few “stand up
for education” street stalls)
is decapitated by a lack of
industrial strategy, and
therefore a lack of involve-
ment of members in the
union.

In one bizarre moment it
was argued that because the
CTU took two years be-
tween the Caucus of Rank
and File Educators (CORE)
taking over and the 2012
strike, we also have to wait
for our members to be
ready.

The CTU did not “wait”

for their members to be
ready. Before they won elec-
tions in 2010 and after they
went out and actively or-
ganised a combative and
fighting union rooted in the
workplaces.

In 2011 NUT members
were flocking to local meet-
ings to find out about the
pensions dispute in large
numbers. Strikes were very
well supported. If the union
had seized the moment and
organised those members at
that point, we would not be
in a position now where
members do think twice
about supporting strikes.
Lanac should claim its

rightful role as the UK
equivalent of CORE, start
to organise on a local
level, import the sort of
bottom-up organising
model employed in
Chicago, coordinate local
disputes and generalise
the lessons from them and
act as an organising pole
for school-based activists.

Discontent grows in NUT

Lewisham academies fight wins extension

By a delegate
Local government work-
ers in Unison held a spe-
cial conference on 24
March which, as previ-
ously reported in Solidar-
ity, voted against the
leadership to submit a
new additional claim to
achieve the living wage
— throwing out the two-
year deal the leadership
had made with employ-
ers.

The Executive conceded
many criticisms in ad-
vance, not opposing critical
motions, choosing to stand
firm solely over re-submit-
ting a pay claim for this
year. 

Bureaucratic manoeu-
vrings began before confer-
ence, scheduling a 90
minutes lunch, and only
four hours to discuss mo-
tions. After 30 minutes dis-
cussing the order paper,
the chair announced a fur-
ther 20 minutes to read the
order paper because of
concerns over access, re-
ducing conference time to
just three hours!

Branches wanting to en-
sure the day wasn’t wasted
acted in a disciplined man-
ner, speeches were tight,
with regular proposals that
“the question be put”, en-
sured key motions on re-
opening the pay ballot this
year, were reached and
won with 62% and 68%. 

The arguments from the
leadership were straight-
forward — 64% of mem-
bers had voted to accept.
But we had already voted

to condemn the consulta-
tion process, the lack of lay
member involvement, fail-
ure to develop a serious
strategy for the pay battle,
the failure to recommend
rejection (and the allega-
tion that it would need all
out indefinite action to win
better).

As well as voting to sub-
mit an additional Living
Wage and equivalent claim
this year (for April 2015),
conference also voted: 

• for at least two lay
members involved in all
negotiations, 

• for positive recommen-
dations to accept or reject
offers when members con-
sulted, 

• to produce clear infor-
mation on pay decline
since 2004, 

• for greater trans-
parency in negotiations
with summary reports to
branches within 24 hours
of meetings,

• for a commitment to
timetable escalation of ac-
tion from the outset, and
better strike/hardship
funds. 

For this policy to be en-
acted will need coordina-
tion between branches and
activists. 
Workers’ Liberty mem-

bers who work in local
government will meet
later this month to dis-
cuss proposals for the
way forward and will
continue to work with
other activists promoting
open discussion through
the local government
workers’ blog.
• lgworkers.blogspot.com

Two school reps involved
in the fight against acade-
mies in Lewisham at-
tended NUT conference
this weekend and spoke
at the Lanac organised
fringe meeting.

The fight against acade-
mies in Lewisham contin-
ues. Last week school
governors and unions met
in ACAS and agreed to vari-
ous things, including an ex-

tension of the consultation
over academisation until 6
June. They have also agreed
that executive head of the
Prendergast Leathersellers
Federation will hold a pub-
lic meeting. School gover-
nors have not yet agreed to
hold a parental ballot.

Heidi Alexander, Labour
MP for Lewisham East, has
written to one campaigner
saying she has concerns

about the conversion of the
Prendergast Federation
schools to academy status,
though she says she is not
opposed to academies in
principle. She has requested
a meeting with the chair of
governors for the federation.
On 25 April campaigners

will march from Hilly
Fields School to Prender-
gast Vale School.

• stopacademiesin
lewisham.org

By Charlotte Zalens
70 Unison members who
work with the homeless in
Glasgow Council started
an indefinite strike on
Tuesday 31 March.

The strike is to win recog-
nition of their work re-
flected in their pay grading.

Unison says workers doing
similar jobs are paid a pay
grade higher than the home-
less support workers.
Workers have been tak-

ing action short of strike
action since January.

• Send messages of sup-
port to: enquiries
@glasgowcityunison.co.uk

Glasgow council
workers strike By Peggy Carter

Charlotte Monro, sacked
Unison union rep at
Whipps Cross Hospital,
has been reinstated by
Barts Health NHS Trust
after a two year battle.

Charlotte had worked in
Whipps Cross as an occupa-
tional therapist for 26 years,
but was sacked in Novem-

ber 2013 after whistle-blow-
ing on cuts and their effect
in the hospital.

The million pound cuts
programme, triggered by
ballooning PFI debt, re-
sulted in 220 jobs being cut
across Barts Health and the
downbanding of several
hundred experienced nurs-
ing staff, making many
reapply for their jobs.

The Quality Care Com-
mission has recently put
Whipps Cross Hospital into
special measures and ac-
cused Barts Health of a “cul-
ture of bullying and
harassment”. It linked the
hospital’s underperfor-
mance to job cuts and
downbanding.
Charlotte’s reinstate-

ment is a blow to bullying
health trust, and should
strengthen the fightback
against PFI and cuts in the
trust.

Charlotte with supporters
outside the tribunal

Charlotte Monro reinstated
By Ollie Moore
Rail union RMT is prepar-
ing to ballot its 17,000
members employed by
Network Rail after they
voted by 93%, on a 56%
turnout, to reject a four-
year pay deal.

A statement from the
union said: “The deal in-
volved a pay freeze in year
one – that amounts to a real-
terms pay cut. On top of
that, job protection guaran-
tees will expire this year
with no assurances into
2016, and the travel-conces-
sion arrangements are also
seriously undermined.”

RMT’s Network Rail
members work in a variety
of grades and roles across
operations, maintenance,
and customer service.
Elsewhere in the railway

industry, supporters of the

rank-and-file Tubeworker
bulletin working on Lon-
don Underground are
continuing to call for the
reinstatement of industrial
action in RMT’s “Every
Job Matters” campaign
against job cuts.

RMT Executive member
Mick Lynch has beaten
Alan Pottage, head of the
union’s Organising De-
partment, to win the As-
sistant General Secretary
election. Workers’ Lib-
erty members in RMT
had backed Pottage in
the election. The princi-
ples of equality, democ-
racy, and
member-leadership that
were the foundation of
Pottage’s campaign will
continue to be essential.

RMT election

Network Rail pay ballot

Coordinate in Unison

Other industrial news
Strike ballot at Windsor castle — bit.ly/windsor-
ballot
Struggle continues at National Gallery as Ken
Loach gives support —
ngnotforsale.wordpress.com
Staff meet to organise against cuts at London Met
University — savelondonmetuni.blogspot.co.uk
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Beth Redmond, who is
standing for President
of the National Union
of Students, spoke to
Solidarity
I am standing as part of a
National Campaign
Against Fees and Cuts
slate. We stand candi-
dates in NUS elections to
make the hard-left visible
in what is otherwise a po-
litically vacuous space. 

For many students, NUS
conference [21-23 April,
when the elections take
place] is the first political
event they take part in.
Leaving them to believe that
that is the be-all-and-end-all
of the student movement is
irresponsible. We hope to
draw them towards the free
education campaign and get
them involved in left-wing
activism outside NUS. 

When we stand candi-
dates who are also grass-
roots activists, and therefore
accountable to a movement,
that sends a message to del-
egates that full-time officers
are not special, as many
people would have you be-
lieve. 

The other left candidates
include Hattie Craig, the
NCAFC candidate for Vice
President Higher education.
She is a principled and
thoughtful activist who has
been part of the backbone of
the student movement over
the past year, and from her
time as a Sabbatical Officer
at Birmingham. She was dis-
ciplined and suspended for
being part of an occupation
there, so she has shown she
isn’t afraid of standing up to
the bureaucracy and man-
agement. 

NCAFC has also endorsed
Shelly Asquith for Welfare.
She has a very strong record
of campaigning for workers’
rights on campus, and is
currently in an occupation
on her campus, University
of the Arts London, fighting
cuts to foundation courses. 

We are also backing Abdi
Suleiman for Union Devel-
opment, who is less close to
NCAFC but a credible left-
wing candidate. There are
other “soft” left candidates
standing whom NCAFC
voted not to back. 

The main demands I am
raising are issues to do with
migrants’ rights and free ed-
ucation; NUS has good pol-

icy on both but chooses to
ignore it. As president, I
would continue building ac-
tivist groups on as many
campuses as possible, forg-
ing a militant struggle
against the attempts of cam-
pus managements and the
government to divide us.
Whatever government gets
elected I would fight for
these demands. That com-
mitment is especially impor-
tant if Labour got elected, as
part of building a labour
movement fightback.

A few full-time officers
cannot make the big, sus-
tainable changes needed to
overhaul the way our edu-
cation system and society is
run without a strong, grass-
roots movement driving
them forward.

Another focus is to com-
bat repression of student
protest on campuses. This
year saw activists at War-
wick being threatened with
tasers and assaulted with CS
spray. NUS should be call-
ing for cops off campus and
organising solidarity cam-
paigns for those who are in-
evitably victimised. 

Other key issues are inter-
national ones, solidarity
with Greece and Kurdistan.

In the debate on Israel-
Palestine, I will support soli-
darity action other than BDS
consistent with support for
an independent Palestine
alongside Israel. Sanctions
and divestment could be
useful, but overall the boy-
cott campaign is about
branding Israel as an illegiti-
mate national entity.

People think being “left”
means saying so out loud
enough times or focusing
solely on supporting BDS,
but never really following
through on things like or-
ganising direct action
against cuts to course clo-
sures and supporting work-
ers’ struggles. In reality, left
wing officers have been a
let-down this year. Many
forget that they are privi-
leged to be paid to do ac-
tivism full-time. 

If you are not going to
conference this year, find
out who your delegates are
and convince them to vote
for us.
Tweet on the hashtag

#nusnc15 and share our
pages on social media. 

•www.facebook.com/
bethncafcnus

Left, but not a let-down

By Andy Warren
Inspired by and in solidar-
ity with occupations at
LSE and UAL [University
of the Arts London], we,
an autonomous group of
students at Kings College
London, have been occu-
pying the Council Room
since Wednesday 25
March in protest at the
undemocratic marketiza-
tion of our institution. 

KCL is run in line with
the neo-liberal consensus on
education, that it is a com-
modity to be quantified and
organised according to mar-
ket fundamentalist princi-
ples. We believe in free
education accessible to all
and demand greater ac-
countability and democratic
involvement by students
and workers.

Other key demands in-
clude fair pay and equal
rights for all outsourced
workers at KCL, divestment
from fossil fuel and tobacco
companies, liberation and
representation for margin-
alised groups, transparency
and accessibility.

After moving in on
Wednesday morning, we
barricaded the door and es-
tablished the KCL campus
of the Free University of
London. The room filled
with dissenting voices and
colourful banners. Morale
has been high ever since
and messages of solidarity
have flown in from occupa-
tions from Goldsmiths and

LSE to Amsterdam and
Geneva. After crashing from
sugar lows, we’ve learnt
that oranges are key to a
successful occupation.

We have been using the
space to run workshops on
how we want our university
to be run and more broadly
what kind of society we
want to live in. Union mem-
bers and cleaners from the
Tres Cosas campaign spoke
about their struggle for sick
pay, holidays and pensions,
and representatives from
Student not Suspect ran a
workshop about the
Counter-Terrorism Bill,
which legally obliges staff
members to report signs of
“radicalisation”. Decisions
have been democratically
taken in consultation with
relevant groups, and we
have had students and staff
coming in and out bringing
necessary voices to the
struggle.

Education is a social good
that should be available to
all. We reject the financial
imperatives that distort edu-
cation and the top-down
and bureaucratic decision-
making that come hand in
hand.
Free speech and aca-

demic creativity is being
stunted, and we stand in
solidarity with all students
and workers that oppose
this destructive ideology
and fight for liberation,
free speech, democracy
and decent working con-
ditions.

Occupying for
free education

��-Climate change: the end of the world, or 
the end of capitalism?

-Class struggle or�Love Thy Neighbour
a debate with the Bishop of Manchester

-secularism, feminism and socialism with Algerian 
socialist Marieme Helie Lucas


